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Hierarchies Overview
Terminology and Concepts

A hierarchy is the organization of members into groups based on relationships between entities
or specified consolidation points. It often defines how you view and analyze information.
Hierarchies in Master Data Services are managed in Hierarchy Explorer.
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Hierarchies
A Master Data Services hierarchy is a logical tree structure that represents the parent-child
relationships between consolidated and leaf-level members. Hierarchies are typically either
ragged or level-based.

Ragged hierarchies have a varying number of levels throughout the hierarchy; each consolidation
point is created to support specific analysis needs, but there is no predefined level structure.
These types of hierarchies are flexible in allowing for the explicit definition of each
consolidation point without restriction to the number of levels along any branch of the hierarchy.
For example, in the below Product model, the consolidated member Mountain Bikes and
Accessories has both leaf-level members and a consolidated member (Women's Mountain
Bikes). Women's Mountain Bikes also has its own leaf-level members. Therefore, this is a
ragged hierarchy in which leaf-level members exist at different levels of depth.

Ragged Hierarchy
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Level-based hierarchies have a consistent structure. Each level in the hierarchy is defined by a
single entity. All leaf members must be assigned at the same level of depth from the top – they
cannot be assigned to multiple levels in the hierarchy. For example, in the hierarchy shown
below, there is a level-based structure where each level has meaning. Products are assigned to
subcategories; subcategories are assigned to categories. In this example, all branches of the
hierarchy have a consistent depth of three levels.

Level-based Hierarchy
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Explicit Hierarchies
Explicit Hierarchies are an MDS concept that support ragged hierarchy structures as previously
described. They can be defined as mandatory or non-mandatory. A mandatory hierarchy in
MDS contains all of the leaf-level members of the entity (once and only once) and ensures
completeness. When multiple mandatory hierarchies are defined, each leaf-level member must
be included in each hierarchy.

Often, it is important that all members are represented in each hierarchy to ensure completeness
and consistency across the master data model. For example, when two hierarchies alternatively
combine products into different roll-up structures, you may want to enforce a requirement that all
products are reflected in both hierarchies to ensure the completeness of data.

MDS model administrators may also choose to make hierarchies non-mandatory. Nonmandatory hierarchies do not require inclusion of all leaf level members. Leaf members that are
not included (or "used" by the hierarchy) are displayed under the "Unused" node in the hierarchy
view.

Note:

Although “mandatory” is not a parameter of derived hierarchies, business rules can
enforce attribute requirement; ensuring completeness of derived hierarchies.

As mentioned with Products above, there can be multiple ways to roll-up the same set of data.
These multiple hierarchies, or alternate hierarchies, provide different ways to roll-up the leaflevel members to support a variety of analysis requirements.
Products rolled up by Category
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Products rolled up by Size Range
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Derived Hierarchies
Derived hierarchies allow efficient and accurate creation of hierarchy paths based on attribute
relationships and enforce a fixed-level structure where it makes sense to do so. The user is able
to view and maintain these hierarchies either by changing the attribute values or the hierarchy
tree structure in the Hierarchy Explorer.

For example, if a derived hierarchy is created where product is assigned to subcategory and
subcategory is assigned to category, then the structure of the hierarchy is enforced. Referring to
the image below, you will not be able to move the Half-finger Gloves, L (product) directly to
Accessory (category), without either reassigning Gloves (subcategory) to Accessory (category)
first, or assigning the Half-finger Gloves to another subcategory within the category Accessory.

A derived hierarchy can be constructed to include an explicit hierarchy within its
structure (at the top). Referred to as a “derived hierarchy with an explicit cap” these
Note:
can be used to blur the lines between explicit and derived hierarchies, and leverage
the power of reusing entities and relationships for multiple purposes.

Product
Group
Category

Subcategory
Product
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Hierarchy Definition: Explicit vs. Derived

For hierarchies that require a ragged roll-up structure, explicit hierarchies are necessary. This
also requires manual maintenance of hierarchy relationships; hence, a good practice is to
minimize the use of explicit hierarchies if a derived hierarchy could be used for the same
purpose.
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In the example below, a Chart of Accounts hierarchy requires a ragged structure in order to roll
Other Contribution directly up to Net Profit, whereas Direct Sales rolls up through Total
Revenue, which in turn rolls up to Net Profit. In this type of hierarchy, levels have no meaning
and parent members serve only as consolidations of other members.

On the other hand, a geographic relationship, such as a hierarchy that displays Stores by State, is
a prime candidate for a derived hierarchy. An individual store requires an attribute value for Zip
Code (an entity used as an attribute of the Store entity). In turn, Zip Code requires an attribute
value for State (again, an entity used as an attribute). Users do not have to directly update
member relationships within the Store by State hierarchy – they are automatically maintained
through attribute assignments.
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Modeling – A Key Concept
Two alternate hierarchies: Net Income on the left is a ragged derived hierarchy with an explicit
cap that leverages components of an explicit hierarchy (in green) as well as domain-based
attributes of the Account Group entity. Contribution by LOB hierarchy on the right is a levelbased derived hierarchy. Both hierarchies roll Chemicals and Electronics up in different ways,
yet define the account groups and member relationships once and reuse them as needed for
categorization and analysis.
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Hierarchy Explorer
The Hierarchy Explorer page is divided into left and right sections; a hierarchy tree on the left
and a member grid on the right.

The hierarchy tree section allows you to:


View both explicit and derived hierarchy parent-child relationships



Move members in the hierarchy.

When you select a hierarchy member in the hierarchy tree, the children of the selected member
are displayed in the member grid. The member grid allows you to:


Define filtered searches to find members based on their attribute values



Modify the attribute values for existing members (both leaf-level and consolidated)



Add and delete members (both leaf-level and consolidated)



View validation status of displayed members



Apply business rules to member sets



Export member sets to Excel.

Hierarchy tree
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Member grid
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Important Buttons
Hierarchy Explorer Buttons
Pin selected item =
Locate Parent of selected item =
Refresh hierarchy =
Show or hide names =
Show or hide attributes =
View metadata =

Clipboard Buttons
Copy to clipboard =
Paste as child =
Paste as sibling =
Clear clipboard =
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Walk-through: Exploring a Hierarchy
Selecting a Hierarchy to Explore
Access the Hierarchy Explorer either via:
1. the Hierarchies drop-down menu (available throughout the Explorer functional area)
2. the hierarchy listing on the Model View page

Searching for Members
Use the search box above the hierarchy to find a specific member in a hierarchy. Type the search
criteria in the search box and click the Find button.
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Tip:

Use % as a wildcard. Remember to use % before and after for successful searching
of longer names.

Example:


%Premium% or Premium% will find “Premium Labels.”



%Premium does not find a result in the Sample database because it is only searching for
results with text preceding “Premium.”

Rearranging Members
Hierarchy members may be rearranged either via drag/drop or through use of the clipboard.

Drag/drop:


Primarily used for moving one member at a time



The check boxes, however, allow selection of multiple members for moving.

Clipboard:


Primarily used for moving multiple members at one time



It’s also easier to clip the member(s) if you need to navigate or scroll through the
hierarchy to reach the destination.
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Rearranging Members – Drag/Drop
Scenario | AdventureWorks is changing how the product “Bike Wash – Dissolver” is
categorized in their product management hierarchy. Bike Wash – Dissolver needs to be moved
from CPT {Component Parts} to ACC {Accessories}.
Find Bike Wash – Dissolver within the Product Management hierarchy (under Accessories >
Component Parts). Select and drag the product to the subcategory ACC {Accessories}. Drop it
onto ACC {Accessories}.

Note:

To rearrange the order of children (siblings) underneath the same parent, drag/drop
while holding down Control (Ctrl).

Rearranging Members – Clipboard
Scenario | The “Road-150 RED” line needs to be moved from the Standard Labels category into
the Premium Labels category.

From the Product Management hierarchy, expand Standard Labels. Check the boxes next to the
Road-150 RED members. In the clipboard pane, click Copy to clipboard. To move the members,
highlight the desired parent (Premium Label). In the clipboard pane, click Paste as child.
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Create a Consolidated Member
Scenario | Several of the mountain bikes under Standard Labels need to be grouped into a new
subcategory called “Mountain Bikes.”

First, create a new consolidated member under Standard Labels. Then move the desired members
into the new subcategory.

To create a new consolidated member from the Hierarchy Explorer, it is quickest to first select
the hierarchy member that represents the desired parent of the new member. For this example,
select Standard Labels from the Product Management hierarchy.

In the member grid section on the right of the screen, select the “Consolidated” radio button.
Then click the Add member button.

Provide a Name and Code for the new member. Note the Find parent node icon. If the desired
parent wasn’t selected in the hierarchy earlier, it can be designated here. Click Save.
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Given appropriate permissions, you can access attributes and assign values once the new
consolidated member’s Name and Code are saved. Click the Back button to return to the Product
Management hierarchy.

Now you can use the drag/drop or clipboard methods to rearrange mountain bikes from the
Standard Labels category into the newly created Mountain Bikes subcategory.

Create a Leaf Member
Create a leaf member to add to the Mountain Bike subcategory. Then assign attribute values to
the newly created product.

To create a new leaf member from the Hierarchy Explorer, it is quickest to first select the
hierarchy member that represents the desired parent of the new member. For this example, select
Mountain Bikes from the Product Management hierarchy.
In the member grid section on the right of the screen, select the “Leaf” radio button. Then click
the Add member button.

Provide a Name and Code for the new member. Note the Find parent node icon. If the desired
parent wasn’t selected in the hierarchy earlier, it can be designated here. Click Save.
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Given appropriate permissions, you can access attributes and assign values once the new leaf
member’s Name and Code are saved.

Click the Back button to return to the Product Management hierarchy. The new product appears
as a child of Mountain Bikes.
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Student Exercises
Exercise 1: Searching for Hierarchy Members
Scenario | An LOB analyst needs to quickly see a list of all handlebar products.

To easily find members, there is a search capability that allows you to search for desired
members based on the member’s Name or Code. The filtered members will display in a flat list
of members and will remain until you switch the selected hierarchy or change the search criteria.

1. Click on Hierarchies from the Explorer navigation bar.
2. Select the Product Management hierarchy from the drop-down menu. You will see the
top consolidated members directly under the Root.

3. Enter a value into the search box located above the displayed hierarchy. To search for
handlebar members, enter “bars” with wildcards to capture any text preceding or
following the key term. Enter %bars%. Click the Find button.
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RESULTS
Only the members that have “bars” anywhere in the name or code will appear in the list.

Tip:

Remember to use % before and after for successful searching of longer names. For
example, %Premium% will find “Premium Labels” because the wildcard is
searching for the word Premium with text preceding or following the key term.
However, %Premium does not find a result in Sample database (because there isn’t
a member with text ending in "Premium").
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Exercise 2: Rearrange Members (Drag/Drop)
Scenario | AdventureWorks is adjusting product categorization. “Bike Wash – Dissolver” needs
to be moved from the CPT {Component Parts} subcategory to ACC {Accessories} subcategory.

1. Select the Product Management hierarchy from the Hierarchies drop-down menu.
2. Expand the Accessories category and expand the Component Parts subcategory.

Tip:

Use checkboxes to mark and move multiple members at one time.

3. Highlight Bike Wash – Dissolver, drag it and drop it onto the desired parent, Accessories.
This action places the member as a child of Accessories.
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4. To rearrange the order of children (siblings) or to place a member as a sibling of another
member, highlight the member you want to move; drag and press the control key. Drop it
in the desired location in the hierarchy while holding down the control key. The member
will appear as the next sibling to the member it is dropped on, rather than as a child of the
member.
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Exercise 3: Rearrange Members (Clipboard)
Scenario | AdventureWorks is adjusting product categorization. The “Road-150 RED” line
needs to be moved from the Standard Labels category into the Premium Label category.

1. Select the Product Management hierarchy from the Hierarchies drop-down menu.
2. Expand the Standard Labels category.

3. Check the boxes next to the Road-150 RED bikes. Checkboxes make it convenient to
select multiple members at once.

4. In the clipboard pane, select Copy to clipboard.
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5. Highlight the desired parent (Premium Label) for the members in the clipboard.

6. In the clipboard pane, select Paste as child.

RESULTS
The Road-150 RED line of bikes now rolls into the Premium Label subcategory.
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Exercise 4: Create a Consolidated Member
Scenario | AdventureWorks is adjusting product categorization. They are creating a new
subcategory called “Mountain Bikes” that will roll into the Standard Labels category.

1. Select the Product Management hierarchy from the Hierarchies drop-down menu.
2. To create a new member from the Hierarchy Explorer, first select the desired parent for
the new member in the hierarchy. Select the Standard Labels category.

3. On the right side of the screen in the member grid, click on the Consolidated radio button
in order to display and manage consolidated members.

4. Click the Add

button.

5. Provide a Name and Code for the consolidated member. Use Mountain Bikes with a code
of MB-100.
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6. Click Save
to continue to assign attributes; or click Save and Return
to the Product Management hierarchy.

to return

Note: Consolidated members can only be assigned to one hierarchy.

7. The new consolidated member now appears as a child of Standard Labels. It shows up at
the bottom of the child list. To rearrange the order, drag/drop while holding control or use
the clipboard to paste as sibling.

8. Add some products to our new Mountain Bikes subcategory. Use checkboxes to select
several mountain bikes from Standard Labels and either drag/drop or use the clipboard to
paste as children of Mountain Bikes.
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Exercise 5: Create a Leaf Member
Scenario | AdventureWorks is adding a new bike to its Mountain Bikes line. The new bike needs
to be added to the product list (positioned appropriately in the Product Management hierarchy)
as “Rocky Mountain BLK, 50” with code BK-MROK-50.

1. Select the Product Management hierarchy from the Hierarchies drop-down menu.
2. To create a new member from the Hierarchy Explorer, first select the desired parent for
the new member in the hierarchy. Select the Mountain Bikes category.

3. On the right side of the screen in the member grid, make sure the Leaf radio button is
selected in order to display and manage leaf members.

4. Click the Add

button.

5. Provide a Name and Code for the leaf member. Use Rocky Mountain BLK, 50 with a
code of BK-MROK-50.
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6. Click Save

to continue to assign attributes.

7. Given appropriate permissions, you can access attribute groups and assign attribute
values. Select an attribute group and click Edit to assign values.

8. Click Save, select another attribute group, and then click Edit to work through the groups
by manually assigning attribute values for the new member.

9. Click Back
to return to the Product Management hierarchy. The new product
appears as a child of Mountain Bikes.
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Recap
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